Introduction
So what's different in Mathematica 6?
Perhaps the biggest change is illustrated in Fig 1 and Fig 2 - can you spot the difference?
They key is that in previous versions of Mathematica the output of the command to plot a surface is -SurfaceGraphics-; the display itself is a by-product of rendering the graphic object which is produced. In Mathematica 6, the output is the surface plot itself. Essentially, in the past graphic output produced by Mathematica was treated differently from all other output. Now they are treated the same. Furthermore, Mathematica 6 now supports the manipulation of 3D graphic objects on screen in a smooth and easily controlled way. This is made possible by the integration of graphic output, mentioned previously, and the new rendering engine, as the underlying data for surface and contour plots is no longer just a large rectangular array. Consequences of this are:
Graphics and user interfaces can appear directly in flowing text, with full editability;
Graphics can contain arbitrary active elements, controls, etc.; Controls can use graphics, other controls etc. as labels and values;
Graphics, text, controls and other elements can be arbitrarily nested; 3D graphics are adaptively re-sampled to provide smoother images; and, 3D plotting can now be smoothly plotted over arbitrary regions. One final illustration: how often have you wanted to annotate a simple graph? Now it is easy. A set of simple but dynamic annotation tools have been included in the task bar (see Fig 3) .
Highlights
A complete list of new and amended functionality is given at the Wolfram website: http://www.wolfram.com/products/mathematica/newin6/ [1]. Some of the highlights are given below.
Symbolic Interface Construction.
Mathematica 6 now allows arbitrary interfaces to be represented in terms of high-level symbolic controls that can be developed very easily. As a simple example, to illustrate the behaviour of as n increases we can build a simple application by using the Manipulate command (see Fig 4) .
One line of code creates the diagram and slider control, though the underlying language is easily accessible and completely documented. These applications can then be released for students -they don't need to buy Mathematica to play with them -just a player which is freely downloadable. 
Load-on-Demand Data
Mathematica 6 includes what appears to be a very efficient load-on-demand mechanism that makes hundreds of gigabytes of carefully documented and continually updated data immediately available. There are major collections of data in mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, geography, linguistics and finance, all organized and ready for use in computations. These include:
Extensive mathematical data on polyhedral geometry, graphs, knots and lattices;
Over a hundred specially derived properties of hundreds of named graphs;
Hundreds of properties of chemical elements and nuclear isotopes;
Data on all known subatomic particles;
Extensive data on molecular, physical and chemical properties of common compounds; Data on planets, moons and 100,000+ stars and galaxies;
Over 150 economic, demographic, geographic and other properties of countries; and, Up-to-date and historical share prices;
New Generation Numerical Integration
The ability to perform integration accurately and automatically has been greatly expanded. As an example, Mathematica can find numerical integrals of even pathological functions, automatically switching between a number of state of the art methods (see Fig 6) .
Conclusions
So is it worth it?
The rebuilding of the graphic engine alone is invaluable, graphic objects are now in the mainstream, but there are many hundreds of other changes. Many users will not see these changes, but to be able to manipulate graphic images in real time alone makes it worthwhile. A picture may be worth a thousand words, but an interactive demonstration is worth a thousand pictures! 1.
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